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tineutrino events at smally, will require good-
statistics distributions normalized to independent-
ly measured incident flux. Since we have recently
taken such data, results should be forthcoming
soon.

*Work supported by the U. S. Energy Research and
Development Administration. Prepared under Contract
No. E(11-1)-68for the San Francisco Operations Office.
)Present address: Northwestern University, Evan-
ston, Ill. 60201.
f.On leave of absence from Ecole Polytechnique, Par-
is France,
5Swiss National Fund for Scientific Research Fellow.
'Q. Miller et &., Phys, Rev. D 5, 528 (1972), and a

more recent review by B. Taylor, in Proceedings of In
te~ationaE Symposium of Lepton and Photon Interac-
tions at High Energies, Stanford, California, 1975, edi-
ted by W. T. Kirk (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
Stanford, Calif. , 1975).
2T. Eichten et M. , Phys. Lett. B46, 274 (1973).
3B. C. Barish et ~., Phys. Rev. Lett. 31, 656 (1973);

A. Benvenuti et 4., Phys. Rev. Lett. 30, 1084 (1973).
This paper mainly concerns itself with antineutrino

y distributions. We have varied the assumed forms of
the x distributions and demonstrated that our conclu-
sions are rather insensitive to the actual form.
5Evidence for a rising o'v/o„ratio with E„has recent-

ly been reported by A. Benvenuti et 4., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 37, 189 (1976),
6The magnitude of asymptotic-freedom corrections

has been addressed by G. Altarelli et &., Phys. Lett.
63B, 183 (1976), and R. Michael Barnett et al. , Phys.
Rev. Lett. 37, 1313 (1976).
~R. Michael Barnett, Phys. Rev. Lett. 36, 1163

(1976).
Similar effects have been reported by A. Benvenuti

et al. , Phys. Rev. Lett. 36, 1478 (1976), and referen-
ces therein.
~B. Aubert et &., Phys. Rev. Lett. 33, 984 (1974),

and D. Cline, in Proceedings of the International Con-
ference on High Energy Physics, Palermo, Italy, June
1975 (unpublished) .
' We have previously reported total v and v cross sec-
tions based on a small sample of data normalized to
the v and 'D flux. This measurement (based on eleven
v events at E~ =108 QeV) showed no indication of a ris-
ing o-, /o„ratio. See B. C. Barish et at. , Phys. Hev.
Lett. 35, 1316 (1975).
"It should be noted that the hadron energy, Ez, is
measured by using calorimetry techniques and calibrat-
ed with charged hadrons of known energy. If the final
hadronic state in neutrino collisions contained a sub-
stantially larger fraction of its energy in & 's than the
interaction of charged hadrons of the same energy,
the calorimetry calibration would be systematically
different by up to 20%. See e.g. , F. J. Sciulli, in Pro-
ceedings of the Calorimetry Workshop, Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, May 1975 (unpublished), p.
79.

Molecular Charmonium: A New Spectroscopy'? ~

A. De Rdjula, Howard Georgi, j' and S. L. Glashow
Lyman Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts OZ138

(Received 23 November 1976)

Recent data compel us to interpret several peaks in the cross section of e e+ annihila-
tion into hadrons as being due to the production of four-quark molecules, i.e. , resonanc-
es between two charmed mesons. A rich spectroscopy of such states is predicted and
may be studied in e e+ annihilation.

Properties of recently discovered charmed
particles, 'D', O', D*', and D*+, are in good
agreement with a simple picture of hadrons as
bound states of quarks in a color gauge theory. '
The model of mesons as quark-antiquark bound
states (and baryons as three-quark bound states)
with long-range spin-independent binding and
short-range spin-dependent color gluon exchange
adequately describes many features of normal
hadron spectroscopy. " Moreover, it has cor-
rectly predicted the qualitative behavior of the
charmonium states and of charmed hadrons them-
selves. ' This Letter is focused on one remaining

striking and generally unexpected feature of
charmed-meson production in e e annihilation.
Much data in which D mesons are seen are taken
at a peak in the annihilation cross section, at V s
=4.028 GeV, where the yield of charmed mesons
was expected to be, and indeed is, high. Analy-
sis of the recoil-mass spectrum against detected
D"s indicates that o(D'D'), o(D'D*'+D*'D'), and
v(D* D*o) are in the ratios 1: -8:-11at this en-
ergy. 4' Estimates of charmed-meson masses
reveal that the available decay energies are -300,
-160, and -18 MeV, respectively. It is remark-
able that the D*'D*' mode, with so little phase
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for %' that has been derived by several authors'.

W&& (r) =v[(g I V I q'c"p (r))'j AvPgf.
yc are states of the target particles i, q, is the
ground state, u are states of the extra nucleon,
V is the nucleon-nucleus interaction Pi v(r -ri),
the integration is over target particles, [ ]Av
denotes average over product states q u of
angular momentum l near energy 8, anZp&& is
the density of such states. For N near 50 and
Z nonmagic, and an extra neutron, one expects
p@~ to have less than half the normal value.
Provided that the matrix elements do not vary
in a reciprocal fashion (and there is no reason
to expect such perverse behavior), W will be less
in proportion. Since the neutron orbit completing
N = 50 is a g-orbit, W(r) is expected to be some-
what peaked at the nuclear surface. For Z near
50, and N nonmagic, p&& should have about half
the usual value. There will also be surface peak-
ing especially if neutrons have begun to fill the
h-orbit.
To discuss the effect of such changes in S" on

the strength function, s, one may use'
s- %'r u x 'dr,

where u(r) is the nucleon wave-function in the
complex potential. Between single-particle levels
(i.e., near A-100 for s-waves), not only is s de-

creased by the reduction in R, but it is further
decreased if W is surface-peaked since u(r) has
a surface node. These two facts may thus ex-
plain the discrep'ancy in the observed values of
s near N, Z =50. Near the center of a single-
particle level, lu(r) ~'- W ' and s -W ', so s is
increased by a reduction in 8'. This leads one to
expect an especially large p-wave strength func-
tion near A -90 and may help to explain why the
capture cross section at 50 kev is so large in Nb. 4
One also expects a large s-wave strength func-
tion near A -50 caused by a reduction in 8' due to
magic number 28, and there is some weak evi-
dence for this. Furthermore the observed' dimi-
nution in the width of the yhotonuclear peak near
closed shells may be associated with a reduction
in 8'.

On leave of absence from Columbia University.
~A. E. S. Green and P. C. Sood, Phys. Rev. 111,

1147 (1958).
2J. M. C. Scott, Phil. Mag. 45, 1322 (1954); C. Bloch,

Nuclear Phys. 3, 137 (1957); G. E. Brown and C. de
Dominicis, Ann. Phys. (to be published).
3C. E. Porter, Phys. Rev. 100, 935 (1955).
4J. H. Gibbons (private communication).
5R. Nathans and J. Halpern, Phys. Rev. 92, 207
(1953).

POSSIBLE RESONANT STATE IN PION"HYPERON SCATTERING

R. H. Dalitz and S. F. Tuan
Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies and Department of Physics,

University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
(Received April 27, 1959)

With charge independence, it is convenient to
describe the s-wave scattering processes of low-
energy K -yroton collisions by two complex scat-
tering lengths A, and A» one each for the I=O
and I=1 channels, related to the complex phase
shifts 51 by

Scot()I = 1jAI(k),
where 4 denotes the center-of-mass momentum
of the K -p system. Since the K -p interaction
is expected to have short range (-I/mKc), Jack-
son et al.' have suggested that it is reasonable
to neglect' the energy dependence of these ampli-
tudes for c.m. energies below - 50 Mev. On this
basis, an analysis' of the K -p interaction data
available from bubble-chamber investigations at

low energies' has led to the following four solu-
tions' for these amplitudes A and A, :

Ao =(0.20+0.78i) f, A, =(1.62+0.39i) f, (a+)

Ao =(1.88+0.82i) f, A, =(0.40+0.41i) f, (b+)

and the sets (a-), (b-) obtained from (a+), (b+)
by reversing the signs of the real parts of both
A~ and A,. As Jackson and Vfyld' have recently
pointed out, the "repulsive" interactions, that is
amplitudes of the type (a-) and (b-), predict the
lower elastic scattering cross sections at very
low energies, owing to their destructive inter-
ference with the Coulomb scattering, and are in
accord with the trend found for the cross sections
at the lowest energies in emulsion studies. ~ It
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wil1. be pointed out here that this situation makes
it quite probable that there shouM exist a reson-
ant state for pion-hyperon scattering at an en-
ergy of about 20 Mev below the K -p (c.m. }thres-
hold energy. In the present discussion, charge-
dependent refinements due to the Coulomb inter-
action and the K -K' mass difference will be
neglected.
With Eq. (1), the K N-scattering amplitude for

the s-wave of isotopic spin I takes the form
(KNI T IKN) =(aI+bI)/{I k(aI+ bI)) (2)

where aI+ibI=AI and the total c.m. energy F.
equals (m +mK)(1+km/2mpmK). In the neighbor-
hood of the threshold E, =m&+~K, expression (2)
may be analytically continued as a function of E
from the real axis F.&8, into the upper half of
the complex E-plane and thus onto the real axis
8 Z, . If ar is large and negative, expression
(2) has a pole P in this neighborhood, corre-
sponding to k = -i/(al+ ibi). This pole lies close
to the real axis E &E„but on the (unphysical)
lower half-plane reached by analytic continuation
from the upper half-plane across the cut which
must exist between E =E, =m +mK and the w -Z
threshold E =mZ+mz. With solution (a-), this
particular pole occurs in the T =1 amplitude;
with solution (b-), it occurs in the T =0 amplitude.
As pointed out earlier, ' this pole leads to a res-
onance-like energy dependence of Im(K P I T IK P)
in the unphysical region 8 &8, of interest for
K-meson dispersion relations, with peak at c.m.
momentum ik =ai/(ai'+br'). The effect of this
pole on the pion-hyperon scattering in this energy
region has now been investigated. For simplicity,
our remarks here will be confined to the T =0
state [relevant for the amplitude (b-)], since this
concerns only the z - Z system. For the T = 1
state [relevant for the amplitude (a-)], the situ-
ation is quite similar, although complicated by
the participation of both z - A and m —Z systems
in general.
The amplitude for 7t - Z scattering is related to

the K -p amplitude through the unitarity condi-
tion. This relationship may be made explicit by
expressing each in terms of the K-matrix. s For
T =0 and 8&E„ the K-matrix has three real
elements, 9 n =(KNIKIKN), p =(KN IKlvZ), and
y =(wZ IKlwZ). The amplitude A(k) is expressible
in terms of these parameters as follows:

A(k) =a+ib = -n+i(q/E)P /{I+i(q/E)y], (3}
where q denotes the c.m. momentum of the g - Z

system at energy E. For s-wave interactions, '
the assumption that n, P, and y are energy inde-
pendent is appropriate in the neighborhood of
F. =E,. This is equivalent to the zero-range ap-
proximation of Jackson et al. ,' i.e., to the assump-
tion of a constant amplitude A, provided the var-
iation of q/E is also neglected, a reasonable
approximation sufficiently close to 8 =F, After
identifying A with the expression (3) at E =E„ it
is convenient to choose for the remaining param-
eter the g - Z scattering phase shift o, at this
threshold energy. The g - Z scattering phase
shift o Z at energy E is then given by

q 1 1+ikX (-a-b tano, )—coto =-cote,
q, Z X ' 1+ikX(-a+b coto, )

where q, corresponds to the threshold energy
Eo, and X =Eo/E will henceforth be replaced by
unity.
For comparison with the expression (2), the

further approximation (q/q, ) -1 leads from Eq. (4)
to the following expression for the g - Z scatter-
ing amplitude,

(1 - ik&}sin&, + ikbcosu, i o,
1 ik(a-+ ib)

This expression (5) also has a pole at k = -i/(a+ib).
The expressions which correspond to (3) and (5)
without these approximations similarly have a
complex pole in common.
To indicate the energy dependence of o Z for

E&E„Eq. (4) may be written"

(q/q, ) I+ cotaZ =cot(cx, -8}, (6)
where 8 is the angle

e=g-y=arg( . -kf -arg(a+ib ] ~a+ ib) '

shown in Fig. 1. When a is large and negative,
the pole P lies close to (and to the left of) the
positive imaginary k-axis. As 0 runs from 0 up
the imaginary axis past P, the angle 8 increases
rapidly from zero to large values (at most 180').
If b/a«l and -90'& go «0' (or 90' ~ so-180'),
then o Z will definitely pass through +90 between
energies E, and E,[1 - I/(2a'm mK)], an energy
range over which the zero-range approximation
appears well justified. However, the energy at
which o Z =+90' does not generally coincide with
the peak of Im(KN I T IKN); in fact, if oo is posi-
tive and a little below 90, it is quite possible
that 0 Z does not take the value +90 within the
energy range for which the zero-range approxi-

….

….

This is being confirmed….
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D. Diakonov in Osaka 2012

Z.Phys. A359 (1997)  
305-314 

Prediction  
by the chiral Solitons

T. Nakano

PRL91, 012002 (2003) 

uudds̄

LEPS@SPring-8

Pentaquark Θ+ in 2003
21th century

Further analysis is going on…
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Tetraquark X(3872)

Belle@KEK, PRL91, 262001 (2003)
and further confirmed at  Fermi Lab, SLAC, LHC, BEP, …

uucc, ddcc
Heavy and light quarks
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Fig. 2. Four production processes in e+e− colliders. See the text for an explanation.
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Fig. 3. The distribution of mass difference between J/ψπ+π− and J/ψ in B±→ J/ψπ+π−K ± decays.
The peak at 0.59 GeV/c2 is due to the conventional charmonium, ψ(2S). The peak corresponding to the
X (3872) is indicated by a vertical arrow [10].

Immediately after this narrow state was reported, a lot of discussions arose which attempted to
give a proper interpretation. What experimentalists should do to reveal X (3872)’s nature would be to
determine its quantum number J PC . The X (3872)→ J/ψγ mode is established by both Belle [29]
and BaBar [30] measurements. The Belle result is shown in Fig. 4, and thus it is confirmed that the
charge conjugation of X (3872) is C = +1.

It is also possible to determine the spin and parity by the angular distribution of decay products of
X (3872). The studies for the J/ψπ+π− mode by CDF [31] and Belle [32] using three decay angu-
lar variables, as well as the 3π invariant mass spectrum in the J/ψπ+π−π0 mode by BaBar [33],
give a constraint on J PC to be either 1++ or 2−+, but do not reach a definitive determination. A

6/63

X(3872)

ψ’

Many other findings have are following
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Pentaquarks Pc, Pcs

• 2015, 2019: LHC reported evidences,  

• 2021, 2022: Yet further evidence, 

Pc ∼ uudcc̄

Pcs ∼ udscc̄

Rich structure of the hidden-charm pentaquarks near threshold regions

Alessandro Giachino1,2,⇤ Atsushi Hosaka3,4,† Elena Santopinto1,‡

Sachiko Takeuchi3,5,6,§ Makoto Takizawa5,7,8,¶ and Yasuhiro Yamaguchi5,9⇤⇤
1Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN), Sezione di Genova, via Dodecaneso 33, 16146 Genova, Italy

2Institute of Nuclear Physics Polish Academy of Sciences Radzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Cracow, Poland
3Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP), Osaka University, Ibaraki, Osaka 567-0047, Japan
4Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

5 Meson Science Laboratory, Cluster for Pioneering Research,
RIKEN, Hirosawa, Wako, Saitama 351-0198, Japan

6Japan College of Social Work, Kiyose, Tokyo 204-8555, Japan
7Showa Pharmaceutical University, Machida, Tokyo 194-8543, Japan

8J-PARC Branch, KEK Theory Center, Institute for Particle and Nuclear Studies, KEK, Tokai, Ibaraki 319-1106, Japan and
9Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-8602, Japan

The recent abundant observations of pentaquarks and tetraquarks by high-energy accelerator
facilities indicate the realization of the conjecture by Gell-Mann and Zweig, and by De Rujula, Georgi
and Glashow [1–3]. We construct a coupled-channel model for the hidden-charm pentaquarks with

strangeness whose quark content is udscc̄, Pcs, described as ⇤cD̄
(⇤)
s ,⌅(0⇤)

c D̄(⇤) molecules coupled to
the five-quark states. These molecules are formed by the suitable cooperation of heavy quark and
chiral symmetries. We reproduce the experimental mass and quantum numbers JP of Pcs(4338) for
which LHCb has just announced the discovery. We make other predictions for new Pcs states as
molecular states near threshold regions that can be studied by LHCb.

The past decade has witnessed tremendous progress in
the experimental and theoretical explorations of the ex-
otic hadrons. These are the strongly-interacting particles
made up of quarks, but are considered to have more com-
plicated structures than those of ordinary hadrons such
as protons and neutrons, which were already mentioned
in the early stages of the prediction of quarks and the
discovery of the charm quark [1–3]. The saga of exotic
hadrons dates back to 2003, when the Belle Collaboration
discovered the first tetraquark candidate, X(3872), with
quark content c̄cūu [4]. While further analyses are going
on, the Large Hadron Collider beauty (LHCb) experi-
ment revealed as many as 59 signals for new hadrons [5].
What should we learn from the observation? The ques-
tion that should be clarified was nicely formulated in [6]:
how are quarks organized inside these multiquark states
� as compact objects with all quarks within one confine-
ment volume, interacting via color forces, or as deuteron-
like hadronic molecules, bound by light-meson exchange?
Indeed, though the existence of these states has now been
confirmed, their internal structure is still controversial.

A new phase of quest was triggered in 2015, when the
LHCb collaboration reported the first discovery of two
pentaquark states, which have been called P

+
c (4380) and

P
+
c (4450) [7], in ⇤0

b ! P
+
c K

�
! (J/ p)K� decay chan-

nel. The quark content of these states is implied by the
observed particles J/ p ⇠ c̄cuud. Four years later, a
new analysis [8] with nine times more statistics was per-
formed; this revealed P

+
c (4312), as well as the splitting

of the P
+
c (4450) into two narrow peaks, P+

c (4440) and
P

+
c (4457). Later on, evidence emerged for a new pen-

taquark state with mass M ' 4337 MeV [9]. All of the
above states appear near a two-hadron threshold, for in-

stance P
+
c (4312) near the threshold of the D̄ meson and

⌃c baryon.

This was not the end of story. In 2020, the first evi-
dence of a pentaquark with strangeness, Pcs(4459), was
reported in the ⌅�

b ! Pcs(4459)K�
! (J/ ⇤)K� de-

cay channel with statistical significance of 3.1 � [10].
It is worth noting that this resonance can be equally
well described by a two-peak structure, with the two
peaks split by 13 MeV: Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468) [10, 11].
The experimental masses of Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468) are
M = 4454.9 ± 2.7 MeV and M = 4467.8 ± 3.7 MeV.
According to LHCb, the two-peak structure hypothesis
has the same statistical significance as the single-peak
hypothesis [10]. Unfortunately, owing to limited signal
yield, the JP of the Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468) states could
not be determined in this analysis [10]. Pcs(4455) and
Pcs(4468) lie below the ⌅cD̄

⇤ threshold and so this situ-
ation is similar to what happens in the non-strange sector
to the two states Pc(4440) and Pc(4457), which are just
below the ⌃cD̄

⇤ threshold.

Very recently LHCb has announced the discovery of a
new state with mass M = 4338.2 ± 0.7 MeV and width
� = 7.0 ± 1.2 MeV with statistical significance > 10�
in B

�
! Pcsp̄ ! (J/ ⇤)p̄ : thus, Pcs(4338) [5]. The

amplitude analysis performed by LHCb favors spin and
parity J

P = 1
2

�
[5]. Again, these states appear very close

to a two-hadron threshold. Indeed, this applies not only
to the pentaquarks but also to tetraquarks, well-known
candidates for which are X(3872) and Tcc(3875) [12, 13].

In Ref. [14] several hidden charm pentaquarks with
strangeness were predicted by means of a SU(4) exten-
sion of the Local Hidden Gauge approach to the charm
sector and, in particular, a J

P = 1
2

�
state with mass
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yield, the JP of the Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468) states could
not be determined in this analysis [10]. Pcs(4455) and
Pcs(4468) lie below the ⌅cD̄

⇤ threshold and so this situ-
ation is similar to what happens in the non-strange sector
to the two states Pc(4440) and Pc(4457), which are just
below the ⌃cD̄

⇤ threshold.

Very recently LHCb has announced the discovery of a
new state with mass M = 4338.2 ± 0.7 MeV and width
� = 7.0 ± 1.2 MeV with statistical significance > 10�
in B

�
! Pcsp̄ ! (J/ ⇤)p̄ : thus, Pcs(4338) [5]. The

amplitude analysis performed by LHCb favors spin and
parity J

P = 1
2

�
[5]. Again, these states appear very close

to a two-hadron threshold. Indeed, this applies not only
to the pentaquarks but also to tetraquarks, well-known
candidates for which are X(3872) and Tcc(3875) [12, 13].

In Ref. [14] several hidden charm pentaquarks with
strangeness were predicted by means of a SU(4) exten-
sion of the Local Hidden Gauge approach to the charm
sector and, in particular, a J

P = 1
2

�
state with mass

Pcs
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✓ narrow, close to 𝛯c
+D−

 
threshold and in S-wave

 
✓ pentaquark with 

strangeness, due to SU(3) 
symmetry

 

  

Discussion on the new J/ψΛ state 
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First pentaquark candidate Pψs(4338) 
with strange quark content             , 

⇒ first pentaquark with spin assigned JP=½– 

𝛯c
+D−

For theoretical interpretation

Can fit in SU(3) multiplets or are 
more likely molecular states?

Λ

Λ

N

N
✓ at same mass of Pψ(4337): 

analogy to Pψs(4459)& Pψ(4457)?

CERN seminar, Jul. 2022 
e-Print: 2210.10346 [hep-ex]

~ 10 σ

of the N!" resonances by one or two units; using all allowed cou-
plings, instead of a limited number of L couplings, for N!" or
Pcs 4459ð Þ0 states; using alternative models to describe the nonres-

onant KK" component, including an exponential function or a
function inversely proportional to m2

KK" þm2
NR, where mNR is a free

parameter in the fit; considering the effects of N"
b polarisation,

which are found to be consistent with zero in the analysis and
neglected in the default fit; using an extended N!" model, which
includes two more N!" states, in which the mass and width con-
straints on the N!" states are removed, and all allowed couplings
for all N!" states are used. The largest value among all model vari-
ations is taken as systematic uncertainty for this source. The other
systematic sources are estimated by: including the K ! pp" decay
angles instead of taking the K baryon as a stable final-state parti-
cle; determining the sWeights by either splitting N!" helicity
angles into bins or removing partially reconstructed physical back-
ground from the N"

b ! J=wR0 ! Kcð ÞK" decays in the [5644.5,
5764.5] MeV J=wKK" mass sideband; and varying the efficiency
due to imperfect simulation. The mass resolution of the KK" sys-
tem is about 1–2 MeV, and has negligible effect on the fit due to
the large widths of the N!" states. The significance for the
Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state is conservatively taken as the smallest significance
found when combining different sources of systematic uncertainty
together, and is equal to 3.1r, as already reported, where the look-
elsewhere effect has been taken into account. It corresponds to
varying the hadron-size parameter in the extended N!" model with
full couplings for the considered Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state.

The negative systematic uncertainty for the Pcs 4459ð Þ0 fit frac-
tion, "1:3%, is obtained from an alternative value of JP used for
the Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state. In such a fit, the significance of the
Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state is 4.1r, even though the fit fraction is 1:4%. This
is because the significance has contributions from two sources,
the fit fraction and the interference fraction involving the
Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state. The interference fraction is about þ1:3% in this
alternative JP fit, while it is almost 0 in the default fit. The system-
atic uncertainty of the N 1950ð Þ" fit fraction is þ49:9%, most of
which originates from an alternative fit where its mass and width
are floated in the extended model, rather than constrained to the
known values [13], while the second largest one, from other

Fig. 5. Projections of mJ=wK in intervals of (top left) mKK" < 1:9 GeV, (bottom left) 1:9 < mKK" < 2:2 GeV, and (bottom right) mKK" > 2:2 GeV based on the default fit,
superimposed with contributions from components listed in Table 1 and the P:0

cs state.

Table 2
Mass (M0), width (C0) and fit fraction (FF) of the components involved in the default
fit. The masses and widths of the P0

cs , N 1690ð Þ" , and N 1820ð Þ" resonances are free
parameters, while those of the other N!" resonances are constrained by the known
uncertainties [13]. The quoted uncertainties are statistical and systematic. When only
one uncertainty is given, it is statistical.

State M0 (MeV) C0 (MeV) FF (%)

Pcs 4459ð Þ0 4458:8& 2:9þ4:7
"1:1 17:3& 6:5þ8:0

"5:7 2:7þ1:9þ0:7
"0:6"1:3

N 1690ð Þ" 1692:0& 1:3þ1:2
"0:4 25:9& 9:5þ14:0

"13:5 22:1þ6:2þ6:7
"2:6"8:9

N 1820ð Þ" 1822:7& 1:5þ1:0
"0:6 36:0& 4:4þ7:8

"8:2 32:9þ3:2þ6:9
"6:2"4:1

N 1950ð Þ" 1910:6& 18:4 105:7& 23:2 11:5þ5:8þ49:9
"3:5"9:4

N 2030ð Þ" 2022:8& 4:7 68:2& 8:5 7:3þ1:8þ3:8
"1:8"4:1

NR – – 35:8þ4:6þ10:3
"6:4"11:2

Fig. 6. Projection of mJ=w! with a m!K">2:2 GeV requirement applied, overlaid by
the fit using two resonances to model the peak region.

LHCb Collaboration Science Bulletin 66 (2021) 1278–1287

1282

Sci. Bull. 66, 1278 (2021) 

~ 3 σ
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Figure 6: Fit to the cos ✓Pc-weighted mJ/ p distribution with three BW amplitudes and a
sixth-order polynomial background. This fit is used to determine the central values of the masses
and widths of the P+

c states. The mass thresholds for the ⌃+
c D

0 and ⌃+
c D

⇤0 final states are
superimposed.

approximately 5MeV and 2MeV below the ⌃+
c D

0 and ⌃+
c D

⇤0 thresholds, respectively, as
illustrated in Fig. 6, making them excellent candidates for bound states of these systems.
The Pc(4440)+ could be the second ⌃cD⇤ state, with about 20MeV of binding energy, since
two states with JP = 1/2� and 3/2� are possible. In fact, several papers on hidden-charm
states created dynamically by charmed meson-baryon interactions [31–33] were published
well before the first observation of the P+

c structures [1] and some of these predictions
for ⌃+

c D
0 and ⌃+

c D
⇤0 states [28–30] are consistent with the observed narrow P+

c states.
Such an interpretation of the Pc(4312)+ state (implies JP = 1/2�) would point to the
importance of ⇢-meson exchange, since a pion cannot be exchanged in this system [10].

In summary, the nine-fold increase in the number of ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� decays recon-

8

Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 222001 (2019)

~ 5.4 σ

~ 7.3 σ

Pc
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Tetraquark Tcc
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Figure 1: Distribution of D0D0⇡+ mass. Distribution of D0D0⇡+ mass where the contribu-
tion of the non-D0 background has been statistically subtracted. The result of the fit described
in the text is overlaid.

The function is built under two assumptions. Firstly, that the newly observed state has
quantum numbers JP = 1+ and isospin I = 0 in accordance with the theoretical expecta-
tion for the T+

cc ground state. Secondly, that the T+
cc state is strongly coupled to the D⇤D

channel. The derivation of FU relies on the isospin symmetry for T+
cc! D⇤D decays

and explicitly accounts for the energy dependency of the T+
cc! D0D0⇡+, T+

cc! D0D+⇡0

and T+
cc! D0D+� decay widths as required by unitarity. Similarly to the FBW profile,

the FU function has two parameters: the peak locationmU, defined as the mass value where
the real part of the complex amplitude vanishes, and the absolute value of the coupling
constant g for the T+

cc! D⇤D decay.
The detector mass resolution, R, is modelled with the sum of two Gaussian functions

with a common mean, and parameters taken from simulation, see Methods. The widths
of the Gaussian functions are corrected by a factor of 1.05, that accounts for a small
residual di↵erence between simulation and data [39,104,105]. The root mean square of
the resolution function is around 400 keV/c2.

A study of the D0⇡+ mass distribution for selected D0D0⇡+ combinations in the region
above the D⇤0D+ mass threshold and below 3.9GeV/c2 shows that approximately 90% of all

3

: 3875.1D*+D0 3876.5D*0D+: 3869.1D0D0π+

6 MeV !

D*+

T+
cc(ccūd̄)

D0

D0

π+

Karliner, Rosner, 
PRL119, 202001, 2017

Nature Commun. 13 (2022) 1, 3351, arXiv: 2109.01056
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X(3872)

PΛ
ψs(4468)0

PΛ
ψs(4455)0cc̄uud

cc̄uds

ccc̄c̄

cc̄uds

ccūd̄
cc̄qq̄

• Hidden charm meson: ,     X(3872), … , , … 
• Hidden charm baryon: ,    
• Doubly charm meson: ,     , …

cc̄qq̄ Tψ ψ(6900)
cc̄qqq Pc, Pcs, . . .
ccq̄q̄ Tcc(3875)

Pc Pcs

Pcs

Year of discovery
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2. Threshold
Imagine: What happens when energy is deposited to a ground state?
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Atoms
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Ground state

Excited state

Ionized state

An electron flies away
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Quark-antiquark pair creation: 
Hadrons fly away or resonate
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2. Threshold
Hadrons

Quark-antiquark pair creation: 
Hadrons fly away or resonate

 thresholdq̄q

 thresholdc̄c

 thresholdb̄b
• • • •

Ground state

K̄ N

ΣcD̄*

Fly away or form a molecule

• Multiquarks 
• Form colorless clusters 
   due to strong colored force 
   Color neutralization 
• Weakly interacting clusters 
• Multi-clusters = molecules
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Exð2
þ
1 Þ, BðE2; 2þ1 ! 0þ1 Þ and the quadrupole moment are in

excellent agreement with the experiment. We stress that the states
of strong ellipsoidal oblate deformation, with β2 ~ 0.6, can now be
described in such an ab initio approach, with virtually all relevant
correlations explicitly treated (i.e. no in-medium corrections like
effective charges, effective operators, etc).

Following the cases of Be isotopes, we analyze the density
distribution of the 0þ1 state in terms of Q-aligned states. Figure 6c
shows its density profile on the yz plane. For comparison, Fig. 6b
displays the calculated density of the α particle. The peak values
are similar between panels b and c. The pattern of Fig. 6c
resembles the one in Fig. 1c–i. Three (α-like) clusters are close-
lying in both panels. In the former, the distances between the
nearest peaks are ~1.9 and ~2.4 fm (if preferred, see two-
dimensional plot in Supplementary Figure 1). These are smaller
than the distance for 8Be (~3.5 fm), and this structure looks like
Fig. 1c–i, being closer to a quantum liquid (i.e., normal nuclear
matter with a basically constant nucleon density) rather than
well-separated α clusters. The lower density region in the center
of the nucleus (Fig. 6c) is seen. Although this contradicts the
naive independent particle model with the filling of the lowest s1/2
orbit, this trend is consistent with experiment43.

Novel picture of the Hoyle sate. The 0þ2 state of 12C is called the
Hoyle state21. Figure 6d shows its snapshot density profile
obtained from the corresponding Q-aligned state, presenting clear
differences from panel c. The Hoyle state appears to comprise

three well-separated α(-like) clusters. However, this is not the
full story.

The features of the Hoyle state can be clarified by the T-plot
shown in Fig. 4e, f for the 0þ1;2 states. These T-plot circles are
widely distributed, in contrast to Be cases (Fig. 4c, d). In order to
look into such a spread in the T-plot, we divide the whole PES
plane into three regions, I, II and III. The region I is bound by
β2 < 0.7, as shown by arcs in Fig. 4e–g. The outer area is divided
into region II for 6∘ ≤ γ ≤ 60∘ and region III for 0∘≤ γ ≤ 6∘, as
separated by the outgoing straight lines in Fig. 4e–g.

Regarding the 0þ1 state, large T-plot circles in the region I seem
to dominate the character of the 0þ1 state. In order to quantify this
feature, we decompose the 0þ1 state into the region I, -II, and -III
components comprising, respectively, basis vectors in the regions
I, II, and III. Proper orthogonalization is performed among them
(for technical details, see Methods). It is shown that the 0þ1 state
lies in region I (II) with 94% (6%) probability, meaning that this
state is predominantly in region I. Figure 6f exhibits the snapshot
density profile obtained from the region I component of the
Q-aligned state. The peak area of this density profile is flat and
wide, like normal nuclear matter, which is a quantum liquid. This
density profile shows an oblate and somewhat triangular shape
similar to Fig. 1c (this may be seen better in the two-dimensional
plot in Supplementary Figure 1). The density of the flat part is
close to the central density of the α particle, higher than the
normal density (~0.16 fm−3). The implication of this common
feature is worth noticing, as a possible characteristic feature of
light nuclei.
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Fig. 5 Properties of 12C nucleus. a The 2þ1 and 0þ
2 (Hoyle state) energy levels, and the B(E2) (M(E0)) values in the unit of e2 fm4 (e fm2) compared to

experiments20,46. Data are also from the National Nuclear Data Center’s `Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File’ (http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/ensdf/).
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Fig. 6 Density profiles on the yz plane of α or 12C nuclei. a Color code of the density. b Density of the α-particle ground state. c–e Density of 0+ states of
12C nucleus. f–i Decomposition into the regions. The probability in the indicated region is shown.
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Universality

Prog. Theor. Phys. 40, 277 (1968)

Also see,  
Brink, D M (Oxford U., Theor. Phys.) 
“Prof. Ikeda’s important contributions to nuclear physics” 
12th International Conference on Nuclear Reaction Mechanisms, pp.15-18 
15 - 19 Jun 2009, Villa Monastero, Varenna, Italy 
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1237837/files/p15.pdf

Alpha clustering in atomic nuclei

ARTICLE

α-Clustering in atomic nuclei from first principles
with statistical learning and the Hoyle state
character
T. Otsuka 1,2,3✉, T. Abe 2,4, T. Yoshida4,5, Y. Tsunoda 4, N. Shimizu4, N. Itagaki6, Y. Utsuno 3,4,
J. Vary 7, P. Maris 7 & H. Ueno2

A long-standing crucial question with atomic nuclei is whether or not α clustering occurs

there. An α particle (helium-4 nucleus) comprises two protons and two neutrons, and may be

the building block of some nuclei. This is a very beautiful and fascinating idea, and is indeed

plausible because the α particle is particularly stable with a large binding energy. However,

direct experimental evidence has never been provided. Here, we show whether and how

α(-like) objects emerge in atomic nuclei, by means of state-of-the-art quantum many-body

simulations formulated from first principles, utilizing supercomputers including K/Fugaku.

The obtained physical quantities exhibit agreement with experimental data. The appearance

and variation of the α clustering are shown by utilizing density profiles for the nuclei ber-

yllium-8, -10 and carbon-12. With additional insight by statistical learning, an unexpected

crossover picture is presented for the Hoyle state, a critical gateway to the birth of life.
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3. Quasi-stable hadronic molecules
Hadronic molecules are not stable but may become quasi-stable 
due to the balance of two scales: heavy quark and QCD
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(1) Direct decay into quarkonium  and nucleon  
(2) Going through a quasi-stable (resonant) state, 

Q̄Q qqq
Pc, Pcs

Color electric force (~ )  →       
                                                  

1/r EB(Q̄Q) ≫ EB(Q̄q)
MHQ ≫ ΛQCD

(1)

(2)

(2’)

Q̄Qqqq
[Q̄q] − [Qqq]

[Q̄Q], [qqq]

D̄ Σc

J/ψ p

Pc, Pcs

EB(Q̄Q)

EB(Q̄q)

3. Quasi-stable hadronic molecules
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Question
Need to know the interaction

[Q̄q] − [Qqq]
D̄ Σc

Pc, Pcs

• We construct a model of coupled channels. 
• Eventually, derived from lattice QCD.  

Remark: 
If constituent hadrons are sufficiently heavy, any weak 
attraction allow a (quasi-)bound state
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MB (Meson-Baryon) 5q (Confined five-quarks)

1 1 8 8
Extended Compact 

Two configurations are implemented in a basis set

+

3 × 3̄ = 1 + 8 3 × 3 × 3 = 1 + 8 + 8 + 10
+

Important configurations

Making color singlet
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4. Coupled channels of MB and 5q

Y. Yamaguchi et al, Phys. Rev. D 96, 114031 (2017):  
Y. Yamaguchi et al, Phys. Rev. D 101, 091502 (2020) :  
A. Giachino et al, e-Print: 2209.10413 [hep-ph]: 

Pc
Pc

Pcs

has the overlap with the meson-baryon channel but should
be included separately in the system.
Thus, our model Hamiltonian, expanded by the open-

charm MB and 5q channels, is written as

H ¼
!
HMB V

V† H5q

"
ð1Þ

where the MB part HMB contains Ki; the kinetic energy of
each MB channel i and Vπ

ij; the OPEP potential, and H5q

stands for the 5q channels. For simplicity, we consider that
H5q is diagonalized by the 5q channels (denoted by α) of
Table II and its eigenvalue is expressed by Mα. The off-
diagonal part in (1), V, represents the transition between the
MB and 5q channels. In the quark cluster model, such
interactions are modeled by quark exchanges accompanied
by gluon exchanges. In the present paper, we shall make a
simple assumption that ratios of transitions between various
channels i ∼MB and α ∼ 5q are dominated by the spectro-
scopic factors, overlaps hijαi. The absolute strengths are
then assumed to be determined by a single parameter.
Various components of the Hamiltonian are then written as

ðHMB
ij Þ ¼

0

B@
K1 þ Vπ

11 Vπ
12 % % %

Vπ
21 K2 þ Vπ

22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA;

ðH5q
αβÞ ¼

0

B@
M1 0 % % %
0 M2 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA ð2Þ

and

ðViαÞ ¼ ðhijαiÞ ¼

0

B@
V11 V12 % % %
V21 V22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA: ð3Þ

Now let us consider the coupled equation for theMB and
5q channels, Hψ ¼ Eψ , where ψ ¼ ðψMB;ψ5qÞ,

HMBψMB þ Vψ5q ¼ EψMB;

V†ψMB þH5qψ5q ¼ Eψ5q:

Solving the second equation for ψ5q, ψ5q ¼
ðE −H5qÞ−1V†ψMB and substituting for the first equation,
we find the equation for ψMB,

!
KMB þ Vπ þ V

1

E −H5q V
†
"
ψMB ¼ EψMB: ð4Þ

The last term on the left-hand side is due to the elimination
of the 5q channels, and is regarded as an effective
interaction for the MB channels. Thus, the total interaction
for the MB channels is defined by

U ¼ Vπ þ V
1

E −H5q V
†: ð5Þ

We then insert the assumed 5q eigenstates into the second
term of (5),

Uij ¼ Vπ
ij þ

X

α

hijVjαi 1

E − E5q
α
hαjV†jji ð6Þ

where E5q
α is the eigenenergy of a 5q channel. In this

equation, we have indicated the meson-baryon channel by
i, j, and 5q channels by α. In this way, the effects of the 5q
channels are included in the form of effective short range
interaction. The corresponding diagram of this equation is
shown in Fig. 1. The computations for the OPEP and the
short range interactions are discussed in the next sections.

B. One pion exchange potential

In this subsection, we derive the one pion exchange
potential (OPEP) between D̄ð&Þ and Yc in the first term of
Eq. (6). Hereafter, we use the notation D̄ð&Þ to stand for a D̄
meson, or a D̄& meson, and Yc to stand for Λc, Σc, or Σ&

c.
The OPEP is obtained by the effective Lagrangians for

heavy mesons (baryons) and the Nambu-Goldstone boson,
satisfying the heavy quark and chiral symmetries. The
Lagrangians for heavy mesons and the Nambu-Goldstone
bosons are given by [50,96–100]

LπHH ¼ gπTr½Hbγμγ5A
μ
baH̄a(: ð7Þ

The trace Tr½% % %( is taken over the gamma matrix. The
heavy meson fields H and H̄ are represented by

Ha ¼
1þ =v
2

½D̄&
aμγμ − D̄aγ5(; ð8Þ

TABLE II. Channels of 5q’s with color octet qqq and cc̄ with
possible total spin J. For notations, see text.

Channel ½q38; 12(0 ½q38; 12(1 ½q38; 32(0 ½q38; 32(1

J 1=2 1=2, 3=2 3=2 1=2, 3=2, 5=2

5q( )
pi pj V V ji

D

Yc

FIG. 1. One pion exchange potential (left) and the effective
interaction due to the coupling to the 5q channel (right). The
meson-baryon channels are generally represented by D̄ and Yc,
respectively, and i is for the initial and j the final channels. A 5q
channel is denoted by α.
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B ≡ Σc, Σ*c , Λc

M ≡ D̄, D̄*

NG-boson exchange

S-factor

• MB channels interacting via NG boson ( ) exchange 
• 5q channels have masses larger than MB  
• MB and 5q couples vis S-factor (overlap)

π, K
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NG boson exchange and tensor force

π π

D D* D

Σc,b

L = 0 L = 2 L = 0

Σc,b Σc,b

140 MeVMD* − MD ∼
45 MeVMB* − MB ∼

• Large attraction due to the 2nd oder process 
• Heavy particles are more easily bound 
• Deuteron is bound by the tensor force
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S-factors couple MB and 5q states

⟨MB |V |5q⟩ ∼ ⟨MB(i) |5q(α)⟩ ≡ Sα
i

assumed to be proportional to the spectroscopic factor, the
overlap hijαi,

hijVjαi ¼ fhijαi ð17Þ

where f is the only parameter to determine the overall
strength of the matrix elements. As wewill discuss later, the
approximation (17) turns out to be rather good in com-
parison with the quark cluster model calculations [10].
For the computation of the spectroscopic factor, let us

construct the MB and 5q wave functions explicitly.
We employ the standard nonrelativistic quark model
with a harmonic oscillator confining potential. The wave
functions are written as the products of color, spin, flavor,
and orbital wave functions. Let us introduce the notation
jD̄Ycðp⃗iÞi for the open-charm meson-baryon channel i of
relative momentum p⃗i. Thus, we can write the wave
function for jD̄Ycðp⃗iÞi as [109]

h⃗ρ; ⃗λ; ⃗r; ⃗xjD̄Ycðp⃗iÞi ¼ ψ int
D̄ ð⃗rÞψ int

Yc
ð⃗ρ; ⃗λÞeip⃗i ·⃗x × ϕD̄Yc

ðCSFÞ:

ð18Þ

In (18), we indicate only the spatial coordinates explicitly,
while the other coordinates for the color, spin and flavor are
summarized in ϕD̄Yc

ðCSFÞ. These coordinates are shown in
Fig. 2. The spatial wave functions ψ int

D̄ ð⃗rÞψ int
Λc
ð⃗ρ; ⃗λÞ are then

written by those of harmonic oscillator.
For the five-quark state, we assume that the quarks move

independently in a single confined region, and hence the ⃗x
motion is also confined. Therefore, by introducing j5qðαÞi,
we have

hρ⃗; λ⃗; r⃗; x⃗j5qðαÞi¼ψ int
5qðρ⃗; λ⃗; r⃗Þ

!
2A
π

"
3=4

e−A
2x2 ×ϕ5qðCSFÞ;

ð19Þ

where the index α is for the 5q configurations, as shown in
Table II for a given spin. The parameter A represents the
inverse of the spatial separation of ⃗x-motion, corresponding
to the qqc and qc̄ clusters, which is in the order of 1 fm, or
less. Again, the color, spin and flavor part is summarized
in ϕ5qðCSFÞ.
Now the spectroscopic factor is the overlap of (18)

and (19). Assuming that the spatial wave functions
ψ int
D̄ ð⃗rÞψ int

Λc
ð⃗ρ; ⃗λÞ and ψ int

5qð⃗ρ; ⃗λ; ⃗rÞ are the same, the overlap
is given by the color, spin, and flavor parts, as labeled by
CSF below, and by the Fourie transform of the Gaussian
function,

hD̄Ycðp⃗iÞj5qðαÞi ¼ hϕD̄Yc
ðCSFÞjϕ5qðCSFÞi

Z
d3x

!
2A
π

"
3=4

e−Ax
2
eip⃗i ·⃗x

¼ hϕD̄Yc
ðCSFÞjϕ5qðCSFÞi

!
2π
A

"
3=4

e−p
2
i =4A ≡ Sαi gðp⃗iÞ; ð20Þ

FIG. 2. Jacobi coordinates of “D̄ meson” and “Yc baryon” in
the 5q configuration. qi (i ¼ 1, 2, 3) stands for the light quark,
and c4 (c̄5) stands for the (anti)charm quark. The coordinate ⃗ρ is
the relative coordinate of q1q2, ⃗λ the relative coordinate between
the center of mass of q1q2 and c4, ⃗r the relative coordinate of
q3c̄5, and ⃗x the relative coordinate between the centers of mass of
q1q2c4 and c̄5q3. Though we do not use the total center-of-mass
coordinate X⃗ in the present paper explicitly, it is also shown in the
figure.

TABLE III. Spectroscopic factor of the 5q potential. J is the
total angular momentum of the system, Scc̄ is the total spin of cc̄,
and S3q is the total spin of the three light quarks.

J Scc̄ S3q D̄Λc D̄$Λc D̄Σc D̄Σ$
c D̄$Σc D̄$Σ$

c

1
2

0 1
2

0.35 0.61 −0.35 % % % 0.20 −0.58
1 1

2
0.61 −0.35 0.20 % % % −0.59 −0.33

1 3
2

0.00 0.00 −0.82 % % % −0.47 0.33

3
2

0 3
2

% % % 0.00 % % % −0.50 0.58 −0.65
1 1

2
% % % 0.71 % % % 0.41 −0.24 −0.53

1 3
2

% % % 0.00 % % % −0.65 −0.75 −0.17
5
2

1 3
2

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % −1.00
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5q(α)
MB(i)

The 5q states transit to meson and baryon, when  and  in 5q state take 
corresponding quantum numbers

Q̄q qqq

MB(i)5q(α) S-factor
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In Fig. 2, in addition to that state, we find six
more states with various spin and parity J

P =
1/2�, 3/2�, 5/2�. All of these are molecular states of
the near-threshold particles. By increasing the F pa-
rameter, it is possible to lower the two predicted states
located only slightly below the ⌅cD̄

⇤ threshold and a
better agreement with Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468) experi-
mental masses is achieved. Numerical values of the ob-
tained masses and widths for the above two cases are
summarized in Table 2 in the supplementary material.
What is important is that our model predicts two states
as J

P = 1/2� and 3/2� molecules of ⌅c(J = 1/2) and
D̄

⇤(J = 1) in the S-wave, supporting the two-peak inter-
pretation of the experimental analysis by LHCb [10]. We
suggest conducting a higher statistical data analysis in
order to improve the statistical significance of those two
states.

FIG. 2: Comparison between experimental masses of
Pcs and theoretical predictions of our model when

F = 27 is employed. The correspondence between the
theoretical predictions and experimental data is denoted

with arrows.

The nature of these states that appear near threshold
regions depends considerably on the attraction strength.
They may be either weakly bound or virtual states.
Mathematically, the di↵erence lies in the location of
their poles; bound states are on the first Riemann sheet,
while virtual states are on the second Riemann sheet.
Whichever the case, the production rates of these states
are amplified near the thresholds; from the experimen-
tal point of view this near-threshold amplification is a
physically important feature.

In addition to the above comparison with data, the
present model contains important physics. (1) The cou-
pling to the compact five-quark components is e↵ectively
expressed as a short-range attraction in the hadronic

molecules. It is noticeable that such an interaction plays
a dominant role in generating bound states. (2) The ten-
sor force of the pion exchange causes SD-wave channel-
couplings, which provides additional attraction. More
interestingly, it controls decay widths, the inverse of the
life time. Without the tensor force, the decay width of,
for instance, ⌅0

cD̄
⇤ (3/2�) and ⌅⇤

cD̄
⇤ (5/2�) molecules

becomes smaller by one order of magnitude.
In hadronic systems, the above features are character-

istic of those containing both heavy and light quarks,
and hence are a result of the cooperation of chiral and
heavy quark symmetries with colorful and colorless forces
of the strong interaction, QCD. These conditions have
confirmed the conjecture regarding the rich structure of
hadronic molecules near the threshold, which was made
almost half century ago [1–3].
The molecular structure near threshold region is a uni-

versal phenomenon of quantum systems that may appear
in various matter hierarchies; quarks, hadrons (nuclei),
atoms and molecules. Therefore, we expect to see inter-
disciplinary opportunities for various research activities
to implement and discuss.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The coupled-channel Hamiltonian for meson-baryon
and five-quark channels is written in the form of block
matrix as [28, 29]

H =

✓
H

MB
V

V
†

H
5q

◆
(1)

where H
MB stands for meson-baryon (MB) channels,

H
5q for five-quark (5q) channels, and V, V

† their cou-
plings. These are matrices whose dimensions are fixed
by the number of base states (channels) of the meson-
baryon and five-quark states. Explicitly, they are

H
MB
ij =

0

@
K1 + V

m
11 V

m
12 · · ·

V
m
21 K2 + V

m
22 · · ·

· · · · · · · · ·

1

A

H
5q
↵� =

0

@
M1 0 · · ·

0 M2 · · ·

· · · · · · · · ·

1

A (2)

and

Vi↵ = fhi|↵i =

0

@
V11 V12 · · ·

V21 V22 · · ·

· · · · · · · · ·

1

A . (3)

In these equations, the label m indicates the kind of
mesons (either pion or kaon) exchanged between a meson
and a baryon, Ki the kinetic energy of the i-th meson-
baryon pair and M↵ the masses of the ↵-th five-quark
channel. The couplings of the meson-baryon and five-
quark channels Vi↵ are expressed by the products of

has the overlap with the meson-baryon channel but should
be included separately in the system.
Thus, our model Hamiltonian, expanded by the open-

charm MB and 5q channels, is written as

H ¼
!
HMB V

V† H5q

"
ð1Þ

where the MB part HMB contains Ki; the kinetic energy of
each MB channel i and Vπ

ij; the OPEP potential, and H5q

stands for the 5q channels. For simplicity, we consider that
H5q is diagonalized by the 5q channels (denoted by α) of
Table II and its eigenvalue is expressed by Mα. The off-
diagonal part in (1), V, represents the transition between the
MB and 5q channels. In the quark cluster model, such
interactions are modeled by quark exchanges accompanied
by gluon exchanges. In the present paper, we shall make a
simple assumption that ratios of transitions between various
channels i ∼MB and α ∼ 5q are dominated by the spectro-
scopic factors, overlaps hijαi. The absolute strengths are
then assumed to be determined by a single parameter.
Various components of the Hamiltonian are then written as

ðHMB
ij Þ ¼

0

B@
K1 þ Vπ

11 Vπ
12 % % %

Vπ
21 K2 þ Vπ

22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA;

ðH5q
αβÞ ¼

0

B@
M1 0 % % %
0 M2 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA ð2Þ

and

ðViαÞ ¼ ðhijαiÞ ¼

0

B@
V11 V12 % % %
V21 V22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA: ð3Þ

Now let us consider the coupled equation for theMB and
5q channels, Hψ ¼ Eψ , where ψ ¼ ðψMB;ψ5qÞ,

HMBψMB þ Vψ5q ¼ EψMB;

V†ψMB þH5qψ5q ¼ Eψ5q:

Solving the second equation for ψ5q, ψ5q ¼
ðE −H5qÞ−1V†ψMB and substituting for the first equation,
we find the equation for ψMB,

!
KMB þ Vπ þ V

1

E −H5q V
†
"
ψMB ¼ EψMB: ð4Þ

The last term on the left-hand side is due to the elimination
of the 5q channels, and is regarded as an effective
interaction for the MB channels. Thus, the total interaction
for the MB channels is defined by

U ¼ Vπ þ V
1

E −H5q V
†: ð5Þ

We then insert the assumed 5q eigenstates into the second
term of (5),

Uij ¼ Vπ
ij þ

X

α

hijVjαi 1

E − E5q
α
hαjV†jji ð6Þ

where E5q
α is the eigenenergy of a 5q channel. In this

equation, we have indicated the meson-baryon channel by
i, j, and 5q channels by α. In this way, the effects of the 5q
channels are included in the form of effective short range
interaction. The corresponding diagram of this equation is
shown in Fig. 1. The computations for the OPEP and the
short range interactions are discussed in the next sections.

B. One pion exchange potential

In this subsection, we derive the one pion exchange
potential (OPEP) between D̄ð&Þ and Yc in the first term of
Eq. (6). Hereafter, we use the notation D̄ð&Þ to stand for a D̄
meson, or a D̄& meson, and Yc to stand for Λc, Σc, or Σ&

c.
The OPEP is obtained by the effective Lagrangians for

heavy mesons (baryons) and the Nambu-Goldstone boson,
satisfying the heavy quark and chiral symmetries. The
Lagrangians for heavy mesons and the Nambu-Goldstone
bosons are given by [50,96–100]

LπHH ¼ gπTr½Hbγμγ5A
μ
baH̄a(: ð7Þ

The trace Tr½% % %( is taken over the gamma matrix. The
heavy meson fields H and H̄ are represented by

Ha ¼
1þ =v
2

½D̄&
aμγμ − D̄aγ5(; ð8Þ

TABLE II. Channels of 5q’s with color octet qqq and cc̄ with
possible total spin J. For notations, see text.

Channel ½q38; 12(0 ½q38; 12(1 ½q38; 32(0 ½q38; 32(1

J 1=2 1=2, 3=2 3=2 1=2, 3=2, 5=2

5q( )
pi pj V V ji

D

Yc

FIG. 1. One pion exchange potential (left) and the effective
interaction due to the coupling to the 5q channel (right). The
meson-baryon channels are generally represented by D̄ and Yc,
respectively, and i is for the initial and j the final channels. A 5q
channel is denoted by α.
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taquark states [36, 37] as quantum superpositions of a
five-quark core, which encodes the short range dynamics,
driven by color forces, and the ⇤cD̄

(⇤)
s ,⌅

(0⇤)
c D̄

(⇤) meson-
baryon (MB) channels, which encode the long range in-
teractions driven by the light meson exchange, i.e. pions
and kaons. As explained in the following, our model does
have only one free parameter (called overall strength),
which is proportional to the coupling between the core
and the MB channels. The bound and resonant states
are obtained by the Gaussian Expansion Method with
Complex Scaling Method [38, 39]. Incidentally, by solv-
ing the coupled-channel Schrödinger equation, unitarity
is always granted.

In our model construction, the reason to include just
the pions and kaons is that they give the minimal meson
exchange forces that mix the coupled channels that we
have in our model set up, as shown in Table I. The rea-
son to include the quark core is as follows. Many works
have been performed by including various mesons such
as 16 pseudoscalar and vector mesons of SU(4) [20, 21],
⇡, ⌘ [40], ⇡,�, ⌘, ⇢,! [24, 29] and even contact + ⇡+2⇡-
exchange [25]. Their predictive power has been shown,
for instance, in Ref. [20], for the hidden charm pen-
taquark states with and without strangeness. However,
most importantly, as it was shown in [36, 37] for the hid-
den charm sector, the presence of the quark core turns
out to be essential in reproducing the experimental data.

In the hidden-charm strange sector, the core’s pres-
ence is also motivated by the observation that the cou-
pled channel calculations without the core are not able
to simultaneously describe both the experimental spec-
tra and decay widths. For example, in Ref. [25], the
authors predict the Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468) masses in
agreement with the experimental data, but they under-
estimate the Pcs(4338) mass of about 20 MeV. Further-
more, their predictions indicate that all of these states are
bound, which contrasts with the observed non-negligible
widths of by these states. In Ref. [21] the authors extend
to the strange sector the analysis performed in Ref. [41]
for the hidden-charm pentaquarks without strangeness.
Interestingly enough, they use the same parameters fit-
ted to the best reproduction of the Pc(4312), Pc(4440)

and Pc(4457) masses to predict the masses of the Pcs

states: the predicted masses of Pcs(4338), Pcs(4455) and
Pcs(4468) are respectively 4276 MeV, 4429 MeV and 4436
MeV, while their predicted decay widths are respectively
15.3 MeV, 15.8 MeV, and 2.3 MeV [21]. In Ref. [40],
the authors consider the ⇤cD̄

⇤
,⌃cD̄

⇤
,⌃

⇤
c
D̄

⇤
,⌅cD̄

⇤
,⌅

0

c
D̄

⇤

and ⌅
⇤
c
D̄

⇤ coupled-channel but they did not include
the ⌅cD̄ channel, which is the closest threshold to the
Pcs(4338) state, and thus its contribution is far to be
negligible. In Ref. [24], the same authors performed a
new analysis by coupling the ⌅

(0,⇤)
c D̄

(⇤) channels; they re-
produce the Pcs(4338) experimental mass, but the mass
predictions for Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468) are quite far from

the experimental data, both in the one-peak and in the
two-peak hypothesis. In addition, all the states predicted
in Ref. [24] are bound states without decay widths. In
Ref. [29], the authors performed a coupled-channel cal-
culation involving ⌅

(0)
c D̄

(⇤) interactions: they found that
setting the cutoff parameter to approximately 1.41 GeV
allowed them to reproduce the mass of Pcs(4338). How-
ever, in order to accurately replicate the experimental
masses of Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468), they needed to ad-
just the cutoff to 1.39 GeV.

Now after observing the above situation, in this let-
ter we employ a model that relies on the coupling of the
MB channels with the five-quark core. The interactions
between the heavy mesons (H) and the heavy baryons
(S,⇤) are derived from the effective Lagrangians satisfy-
ing the heavy quark and SU(3) chiral symmetries [42–44]:
LmHH = g

M

A
Tr

⇥
Hb�µ�5A

µ

ba
H̄a

⇤
,

LmBB =
3

2
g1(iv)"

µ⌫�
tr
⇥
S̄µA⌫S�

⇤
+ g4tr

h
S̄
µ
Aµ⇤̂c

i

+H.c., (1)
where m = ⇡ or K meson and A is the axial current
written by the pion and kaon fields. These interactions
describe the long-range dynamics of the MB channels.
The coupling strengths, form factors and their cutoff pa-
rameters are employed as in Ref. [36].

In the short-range, a quark core is assumed to be
formed by the color octet cc̄ and color octet three light
quarks qqq [45]. The interplay between long-range and
short-range dynamics is encoded by the coupled-channel
Hamiltonian, which can be expressed in a block matrix
form as [36, 37]:

H =

✓
H

MB
V

V
†

H
5q

◆
(2)

where H
MB

= K + V
m stands for the MB chan-

nels, including their kinetic energies, K, and the meson-
exchange potential V m, H5q for the five-quark (5q) chan-
nels, and V, V

† for the couplings between MB and 5q

states. The couplings of the (i-th) MB and (↵-th)
five-quark channels, Vi↵, are expressed by the prod-
ucts of the overlap, hi|↵i (often called spectroscopic fac-
tor), which contains the color, spin, flavor, and the or-
bital part [36, 43], and the overall strength v, Vi↵ =

vhi|↵i. Setting the full-component wave function,  =

( 
MB

, 
5q
), we obtain a set of coupled Schrödinger equa-

tions
H

MB
 
MB

+ V  
5q

= E 
MB

,

V
†
 
MB

+H
5q
 
5q

= E 
5q

. (3)
Solving the second equation for  

5q,  
5q

=

(E �H
5q
)
�1

V
†
 
MB and plugging it into the first,

we find the equation for  MB ,
(Kij + Uij) 

MB

j
= E 

MB

j
, (4)

Coupled equations

Eliminate : Feshbach’s methodψ5q

Only one parameter f∼ − f∑
α

Sα
j e−Ar2Sα

i

ψ = (ψ MB, ψ5q)

Solve for the T (scattering) matrix
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Figure 6: Fit to the cos ✓Pc-weighted mJ/ p distribution with three BW amplitudes and a
sixth-order polynomial background. This fit is used to determine the central values of the masses
and widths of the P+

c states. The mass thresholds for the ⌃+
c D

0 and ⌃+
c D

⇤0 final states are
superimposed.

approximately 5MeV and 2MeV below the ⌃+
c D

0 and ⌃+
c D

⇤0 thresholds, respectively, as
illustrated in Fig. 6, making them excellent candidates for bound states of these systems.
The Pc(4440)+ could be the second ⌃cD⇤ state, with about 20MeV of binding energy, since
two states with JP = 1/2� and 3/2� are possible. In fact, several papers on hidden-charm
states created dynamically by charmed meson-baryon interactions [31–33] were published
well before the first observation of the P+

c structures [1] and some of these predictions
for ⌃+

c D
0 and ⌃+

c D
⇤0 states [28–30] are consistent with the observed narrow P+

c states.
Such an interpretation of the Pc(4312)+ state (implies JP = 1/2�) would point to the
importance of ⇢-meson exchange, since a pion cannot be exchanged in this system [10].

In summary, the nine-fold increase in the number of ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� decays recon-

8

23

Results for Pc

• 4312, 4440 and 4457 agree with data 
• Their spin and parities are  predicted. 
•  singlet and  triplet are 

predicted 
• OPEP and  are both important for 

binding 
• Widths and spin splittings are due to 

OPEP

Σ*c D Σ*c D*

V5q

Phys. Rev. D 96, 114031 (2017) 
Phys. Rev. D 101, 091502 (2020)

Γ

VπðqÞ ¼ −
!
gMA g

B
A

4f2π

"
ðŜ1 · qÞðŜ2 · qÞ

q2 þm2
π

T̂1 · T̂2; ð6Þ

where Ŝ is the spin operator and T̂ is the isospin operator.
gBA is the axial vector coupling constant of the correspond-
ing baryons.1

The coupling of the MB channels, i and j, to the
five-quark (5q) channels, α, gives rise to an effective
interaction, V5q,

hijV5qjji ¼
X

α

hijVjαi 1

E − E5q
α
hαjV†jji; ð7Þ

where V represents the transitions between the MB and 5q
channels and E5q

α is the eigenenergy of a 5q channel. We
further introduced the following assumption:

hijVjαi ¼ fhijαi; ð8Þ

where f is the only free parameter which determines the
overall strength of the matrix elements. In order to calculate
the hijαi, we construct the meson-baryon and five-quark
wave functions explicitly in the standard nonrelativistic
quark model with a harmonic oscillator confining potential.
The derived potential hijV5qjji turned out to give similar
results to those derived from the quark cluster model [7].
The energies and widths of the bound and resonant states

were obtained by solving the coupled-channel Schrödinger
equation with the OPEP, VπðrÞ, and 5q potential V5qðrÞ,

ðK þ VπðrÞ þ V5qðrÞÞΨðrÞ ¼ EΨðrÞ; ð9Þ

where K is the kinetic energy of the meson-baryon system
andΨðrÞ is the wave function of the meson-baryon systems
with r being the relative distance between the center of
mass of the meson and that of the baryon. The coupled
channels included are all possible ones of Σð%Þ

c D̄ð%Þ and
ΛcD̄ð%Þ which can form a given JP and isospin I ¼ 1=2.
Equation (9) is solved by using variational method. We

used the Gaussian basis functions as trial functions [56]. In
order to obtain resonance states, we employed the complex
scaling method [57].
In Fig. 1 and Table I, experimental data [1,34] and our

predictions are compared. The centers of the bars in Fig. 1
are located at the central values of pentaquark masses while
their lengths correspond to the pentaquark widths with the
exception of Pcð4380Þ width, which is too large and does
not fit into the shown energy region. The boxed numbers
are the masses of the recently observed states [34], and the

corresponding predictions in our model. The dashed lines
are for threshold values. Our predicted masses and the
decay widths are shown for the parameters f=f0 ¼ 50 and
f=f0 ¼ 80. Here, f0 is the strength of the one-pion
exchange diagonal term for the ΣcD̄% meson-baryon chan-
nel, f0 ¼ jCπ

ΣcD̄% ðr ¼ 0Þj ∼ 6 MeV (see Ref. [45]). Setting
the free parameter f=f0 at f=f0 ¼ 50, we observe that both
masses and widths of Pþ

c ð4312Þ and Pþ
c ð4440Þ are repro-

duced within the experimental errors. However, the state
corresponding to Pþ

c ð4457Þ is absent in our results, where
the attraction is not enough. Increasing the value of f=f0 to
70, the state with JP ¼ 1=2− appears below the ΣcD̄%

threshold, and at f=f0 ¼ 80 the mass and width of this state
are in reasonable agreement with Pþ

c ð4457Þ. However, as
shown in Fig. 1, the attraction at f=f0 ¼ 80 is stronger than
that at f=f0 ¼ 50 and hence the masses of the other states
shift downward.
We find as expected that the dominant components of

these states are nearby threshold channels and with the
quantum numbers as follows: ΣcD̄ with JP ¼ 1=2−

[Pþ
c ð4312Þ], ΣcD̄% with JP ¼ 3=2− [Pþ

c ð4440Þ] and with
JP ¼ 1=2− [Pþ

c ð4457Þ] meson-baryon molecular states.
Let us compare our results with the ones reported by

other works. In Ref. [36], the assignments of the quantum
numbers for Pcð4440Þ and Pcð4457Þ are different from
ours. Since these two states are located near ΣcD̄% threshold
and both states have the narrow widths, it is natural to
consider them to form the J ¼ 1=2 and 3=2 states in
S-wave. It is emphasized that in our model the spin 3=2
state (4440) is lighter than the spin 1=2 state (4457). In
Ref. [37], they studied seven heavy quark multiplets of
ΣcD̄, ΣcD̄%, Σ%

cD̄, and Σ%
cD̄%, and considered two options of

FIG. 1. Experimental data (EXP) [1,34] and our results of
masses and widths for various Pc states. The horizontal dashed
lines show the thresholds for corresponding channels and values
in the right axis are isospin averaged ones in units of MeV. The
centers of the bars are located at the central values of pentaquark
masses while their lengths correspond to the pentaquark widths
with the exception of Pcð4380Þ width.

1In our previous publication [20], there were a few errors in the
matrix elements, which are corrected in this paper. After the
corrections, however, important results of our discussions remain
unchanged.
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channels included are all possible ones of Σð%Þ
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Equation (9) is solved by using variational method. We
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are in reasonable agreement with Pþ
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ours. Since these two states are located near ΣcD̄% threshold
and both states have the narrow widths, it is natural to
consider them to form the J ¼ 1=2 and 3=2 states in
S-wave. It is emphasized that in our model the spin 3=2
state (4440) is lighter than the spin 1=2 state (4457). In
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with the exception of Pcð4380Þ width.
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inputs, Pcð4440; 4457Þ ∼ ð3=2; 1=2Þ which they call set A
and (1=2, 3=2) set B. In the heavy quark limit, there are two
parameters in the Hamiltonian and so the above inputs for
the two states are enough to fix the two parameters. The
other five states are predicted. Interestingly, their set A
predicts the other five states similarly to what our model
predicts.
Therefore, new LHCb results give us an opportunity to

study the spin-dependent forces between the Σc and D̄#. It
is important to determine which of the above spin 1=2 and
3=2 states is more deeply bound. There are two sources for
the spin-dependent force in our model. One is the short
range interaction by the coupling to the 5-quark-core states.
The other is the long range interaction by the OPEP,
especially the tensor term.
To examine the effects of the tensor interaction of the

OPEP, we have investigated the energy of the resonant Pc
states of J ¼ 1=2 and 3=2 around the ΣcD̄# threshold, and
of J ¼ 1=2, 3=2 and 5=2 around the Σ#

cD̄# threshold
without the OPEP tensor term as shown in Fig. 2. In that

plot, we have used f=f0 ¼ 80. From Fig. 2, we observe the
following facts. (1) The tensor force provides attraction as
indicated by the results with T in Fig. 2. This is because it
contributes to the energy in the second order due to channel
couplings. (2) The role of the tensor force is further
prominent in the decay width; the agreement with the
experimental data is significantly improved. Moreover, the
decay width increases as the spin value increases. We
consider it again because of coupled-channel effects due to
the OPEP tensor force. The dominant components of the
obtained resonances are the S-wave state of the nearby
threshold channel. The tensor coupling allows the reso-
nances to decay into the D-wave channels below the
resonances. Since there are manyD-wave coupled channels
in the higher spin states, the decay widths of these states are
increased. In fact, the number of the D-wave coupled
channels below the Σ#

cD̄# threshold is 3 for JP ¼ 1=2−,
while 7 for JP ¼ 3=2−; 5=2−.
From the observation in Fig. 2, we find that the short

range interaction is more attractive in the 3=2− state in the
present model. This contrasts with what is expected for
the color-spin interaction that provides more attraction for
the 1=2− state. The reason is in the quark structure of
hadrons as explained below. In the quark cluster model, the
hadron interaction is due mainly to the two terms: one is
the Pauli-blocking effect which is measured by the norm
(overlap) kernels and the other is the color-spin interaction
from the one gluon exchange. The former is included in the
present study, and is usually dominant when the norm of
the two-hadron state deviates largely from 1 [58,59]. It can
be less than 1 due to the Pauli blocking (repulsive) but also
can be more than 1 (attractive) because of the spectroscopic
factor. For the ΣcD̄# channel, the norm is 23=18 for the
3=2− state while it is 17=18 for the 1=2− state [45]. Namely,
this contribution of the spectroscopic factor is strongly
attractive in the ΣcD̄#3=2− state and slightly repulsive in
the ΣcD̄#1=2− state.
To estimate the effect of the color-spin interaction,

which is not included in the present study, we revisit the
coupled-channel dynamical calculation where both the

TABLE I. Comparison between the experimental mass spectrum and decay widths with our results. For our results for f=f0 ¼ 80,
the values in parentheses are obtained without the OPEP tensor force, which are also shown in Fig. 2. All values except JP are in units
of MeV.

EXP [1,34] Our Results for f=f0 ¼ 50 Our Results for f=f0 ¼ 80

State Mass Width JP Mass Width JP Mass Width

Pþ
c ð4312Þ 4311.9& 0.7þ6.8

−0.6 9.8& 2.7þ3.7
−4.5 1=2− 4313 9.6 1=2− 4299 (4307) 9.4 (12)

Pþ
c ð4380Þ 4380& 8& 29 205& 18& 86 3=2− 4371 5.0 3=2− 4350 (4365) 5.0 (3.6)

Pþ
c ð4440Þ 4440.3& 1.3þ4.1

−4.7 20.6& 4.9þ8.7
−10.1 3=2− 4440 16 3=2− 4415 (4433) 15 (1.8)

Pþ
c ð4457Þ 4457.3& 0.6þ4.1

−1.7 6.4& 2.0þ5.7
−1.9 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1=2− 4462 (4462) 3.2 (0.96)

1=2− 4527 0.88 1=2− 4521 (4526) 2.8 (0.18)
3=2− 4524 7.6 3=2− 4511 (4521) 14 (3.4)
5=2− 4497 20 5=2− 4468 (4491) 18 (0.0)

FIG. 2. Comparing the results with and without the tensor force
of the OPEP for the states around the ΣcD̄# and Σ#

cD̄# thresholds.
The label “without T” stands for the result without the OPEP
tensor force, while the label “with T” stands that with the OPEP
tensor force. The same convention is adopted as in Fig. 1.
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inputs, Pcð4440; 4457Þ ∼ ð3=2; 1=2Þ which they call set A
and (1=2, 3=2) set B. In the heavy quark limit, there are two
parameters in the Hamiltonian and so the above inputs for
the two states are enough to fix the two parameters. The
other five states are predicted. Interestingly, their set A
predicts the other five states similarly to what our model
predicts.
Therefore, new LHCb results give us an opportunity to

study the spin-dependent forces between the Σc and D̄#. It
is important to determine which of the above spin 1=2 and
3=2 states is more deeply bound. There are two sources for
the spin-dependent force in our model. One is the short
range interaction by the coupling to the 5-quark-core states.
The other is the long range interaction by the OPEP,
especially the tensor term.
To examine the effects of the tensor interaction of the

OPEP, we have investigated the energy of the resonant Pc
states of J ¼ 1=2 and 3=2 around the ΣcD̄# threshold, and
of J ¼ 1=2, 3=2 and 5=2 around the Σ#

cD̄# threshold
without the OPEP tensor term as shown in Fig. 2. In that

plot, we have used f=f0 ¼ 80. From Fig. 2, we observe the
following facts. (1) The tensor force provides attraction as
indicated by the results with T in Fig. 2. This is because it
contributes to the energy in the second order due to channel
couplings. (2) The role of the tensor force is further
prominent in the decay width; the agreement with the
experimental data is significantly improved. Moreover, the
decay width increases as the spin value increases. We
consider it again because of coupled-channel effects due to
the OPEP tensor force. The dominant components of the
obtained resonances are the S-wave state of the nearby
threshold channel. The tensor coupling allows the reso-
nances to decay into the D-wave channels below the
resonances. Since there are manyD-wave coupled channels
in the higher spin states, the decay widths of these states are
increased. In fact, the number of the D-wave coupled
channels below the Σ#

cD̄# threshold is 3 for JP ¼ 1=2−,
while 7 for JP ¼ 3=2−; 5=2−.
From the observation in Fig. 2, we find that the short

range interaction is more attractive in the 3=2− state in the
present model. This contrasts with what is expected for
the color-spin interaction that provides more attraction for
the 1=2− state. The reason is in the quark structure of
hadrons as explained below. In the quark cluster model, the
hadron interaction is due mainly to the two terms: one is
the Pauli-blocking effect which is measured by the norm
(overlap) kernels and the other is the color-spin interaction
from the one gluon exchange. The former is included in the
present study, and is usually dominant when the norm of
the two-hadron state deviates largely from 1 [58,59]. It can
be less than 1 due to the Pauli blocking (repulsive) but also
can be more than 1 (attractive) because of the spectroscopic
factor. For the ΣcD̄# channel, the norm is 23=18 for the
3=2− state while it is 17=18 for the 1=2− state [45]. Namely,
this contribution of the spectroscopic factor is strongly
attractive in the ΣcD̄#3=2− state and slightly repulsive in
the ΣcD̄#1=2− state.
To estimate the effect of the color-spin interaction,

which is not included in the present study, we revisit the
coupled-channel dynamical calculation where both the

TABLE I. Comparison between the experimental mass spectrum and decay widths with our results. For our results for f=f0 ¼ 80,
the values in parentheses are obtained without the OPEP tensor force, which are also shown in Fig. 2. All values except JP are in units
of MeV.

EXP [1,34] Our Results for f=f0 ¼ 50 Our Results for f=f0 ¼ 80

State Mass Width JP Mass Width JP Mass Width
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−0.6 9.8& 2.7þ3.7
−4.5 1=2− 4313 9.6 1=2− 4299 (4307) 9.4 (12)

Pþ
c ð4380Þ 4380& 8& 29 205& 18& 86 3=2− 4371 5.0 3=2− 4350 (4365) 5.0 (3.6)

Pþ
c ð4440Þ 4440.3& 1.3þ4.1

−4.7 20.6& 4.9þ8.7
−10.1 3=2− 4440 16 3=2− 4415 (4433) 15 (1.8)
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FIG. 2. Comparing the results with and without the tensor force
of the OPEP for the states around the ΣcD̄# and Σ#

cD̄# thresholds.
The label “without T” stands for the result without the OPEP
tensor force, while the label “with T” stands that with the OPEP
tensor force. The same convention is adopted as in Fig. 1.
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inputs, Pcð4440; 4457Þ ∼ ð3=2; 1=2Þ which they call set A
and (1=2, 3=2) set B. In the heavy quark limit, there are two
parameters in the Hamiltonian and so the above inputs for
the two states are enough to fix the two parameters. The
other five states are predicted. Interestingly, their set A
predicts the other five states similarly to what our model
predicts.
Therefore, new LHCb results give us an opportunity to

study the spin-dependent forces between the Σc and D̄#. It
is important to determine which of the above spin 1=2 and
3=2 states is more deeply bound. There are two sources for
the spin-dependent force in our model. One is the short
range interaction by the coupling to the 5-quark-core states.
The other is the long range interaction by the OPEP,
especially the tensor term.
To examine the effects of the tensor interaction of the

OPEP, we have investigated the energy of the resonant Pc
states of J ¼ 1=2 and 3=2 around the ΣcD̄# threshold, and
of J ¼ 1=2, 3=2 and 5=2 around the Σ#

cD̄# threshold
without the OPEP tensor term as shown in Fig. 2. In that

plot, we have used f=f0 ¼ 80. From Fig. 2, we observe the
following facts. (1) The tensor force provides attraction as
indicated by the results with T in Fig. 2. This is because it
contributes to the energy in the second order due to channel
couplings. (2) The role of the tensor force is further
prominent in the decay width; the agreement with the
experimental data is significantly improved. Moreover, the
decay width increases as the spin value increases. We
consider it again because of coupled-channel effects due to
the OPEP tensor force. The dominant components of the
obtained resonances are the S-wave state of the nearby
threshold channel. The tensor coupling allows the reso-
nances to decay into the D-wave channels below the
resonances. Since there are manyD-wave coupled channels
in the higher spin states, the decay widths of these states are
increased. In fact, the number of the D-wave coupled
channels below the Σ#

cD̄# threshold is 3 for JP ¼ 1=2−,
while 7 for JP ¼ 3=2−; 5=2−.
From the observation in Fig. 2, we find that the short

range interaction is more attractive in the 3=2− state in the
present model. This contrasts with what is expected for
the color-spin interaction that provides more attraction for
the 1=2− state. The reason is in the quark structure of
hadrons as explained below. In the quark cluster model, the
hadron interaction is due mainly to the two terms: one is
the Pauli-blocking effect which is measured by the norm
(overlap) kernels and the other is the color-spin interaction
from the one gluon exchange. The former is included in the
present study, and is usually dominant when the norm of
the two-hadron state deviates largely from 1 [58,59]. It can
be less than 1 due to the Pauli blocking (repulsive) but also
can be more than 1 (attractive) because of the spectroscopic
factor. For the ΣcD̄# channel, the norm is 23=18 for the
3=2− state while it is 17=18 for the 1=2− state [45]. Namely,
this contribution of the spectroscopic factor is strongly
attractive in the ΣcD̄#3=2− state and slightly repulsive in
the ΣcD̄#1=2− state.
To estimate the effect of the color-spin interaction,

which is not included in the present study, we revisit the
coupled-channel dynamical calculation where both the

TABLE I. Comparison between the experimental mass spectrum and decay widths with our results. For our results for f=f0 ¼ 80,
the values in parentheses are obtained without the OPEP tensor force, which are also shown in Fig. 2. All values except JP are in units
of MeV.
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FIG. 2. Comparing the results with and without the tensor force
of the OPEP for the states around the ΣcD̄# and Σ#

cD̄# thresholds.
The label “without T” stands for the result without the OPEP
tensor force, while the label “with T” stands that with the OPEP
tensor force. The same convention is adopted as in Fig. 1.
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inputs, Pcð4440; 4457Þ ∼ ð3=2; 1=2Þ which they call set A
and (1=2, 3=2) set B. In the heavy quark limit, there are two
parameters in the Hamiltonian and so the above inputs for
the two states are enough to fix the two parameters. The
other five states are predicted. Interestingly, their set A
predicts the other five states similarly to what our model
predicts.
Therefore, new LHCb results give us an opportunity to

study the spin-dependent forces between the Σc and D̄#. It
is important to determine which of the above spin 1=2 and
3=2 states is more deeply bound. There are two sources for
the spin-dependent force in our model. One is the short
range interaction by the coupling to the 5-quark-core states.
The other is the long range interaction by the OPEP,
especially the tensor term.
To examine the effects of the tensor interaction of the

OPEP, we have investigated the energy of the resonant Pc
states of J ¼ 1=2 and 3=2 around the ΣcD̄# threshold, and
of J ¼ 1=2, 3=2 and 5=2 around the Σ#

cD̄# threshold
without the OPEP tensor term as shown in Fig. 2. In that

plot, we have used f=f0 ¼ 80. From Fig. 2, we observe the
following facts. (1) The tensor force provides attraction as
indicated by the results with T in Fig. 2. This is because it
contributes to the energy in the second order due to channel
couplings. (2) The role of the tensor force is further
prominent in the decay width; the agreement with the
experimental data is significantly improved. Moreover, the
decay width increases as the spin value increases. We
consider it again because of coupled-channel effects due to
the OPEP tensor force. The dominant components of the
obtained resonances are the S-wave state of the nearby
threshold channel. The tensor coupling allows the reso-
nances to decay into the D-wave channels below the
resonances. Since there are manyD-wave coupled channels
in the higher spin states, the decay widths of these states are
increased. In fact, the number of the D-wave coupled
channels below the Σ#

cD̄# threshold is 3 for JP ¼ 1=2−,
while 7 for JP ¼ 3=2−; 5=2−.
From the observation in Fig. 2, we find that the short

range interaction is more attractive in the 3=2− state in the
present model. This contrasts with what is expected for
the color-spin interaction that provides more attraction for
the 1=2− state. The reason is in the quark structure of
hadrons as explained below. In the quark cluster model, the
hadron interaction is due mainly to the two terms: one is
the Pauli-blocking effect which is measured by the norm
(overlap) kernels and the other is the color-spin interaction
from the one gluon exchange. The former is included in the
present study, and is usually dominant when the norm of
the two-hadron state deviates largely from 1 [58,59]. It can
be less than 1 due to the Pauli blocking (repulsive) but also
can be more than 1 (attractive) because of the spectroscopic
factor. For the ΣcD̄# channel, the norm is 23=18 for the
3=2− state while it is 17=18 for the 1=2− state [45]. Namely,
this contribution of the spectroscopic factor is strongly
attractive in the ΣcD̄#3=2− state and slightly repulsive in
the ΣcD̄#1=2− state.
To estimate the effect of the color-spin interaction,

which is not included in the present study, we revisit the
coupled-channel dynamical calculation where both the

TABLE I. Comparison between the experimental mass spectrum and decay widths with our results. For our results for f=f0 ¼ 80,
the values in parentheses are obtained without the OPEP tensor force, which are also shown in Fig. 2. All values except JP are in units
of MeV.

EXP [1,34] Our Results for f=f0 ¼ 50 Our Results for f=f0 ¼ 80

State Mass Width JP Mass Width JP Mass Width

Pþ
c ð4312Þ 4311.9& 0.7þ6.8

−0.6 9.8& 2.7þ3.7
−4.5 1=2− 4313 9.6 1=2− 4299 (4307) 9.4 (12)

Pþ
c ð4380Þ 4380& 8& 29 205& 18& 86 3=2− 4371 5.0 3=2− 4350 (4365) 5.0 (3.6)

Pþ
c ð4440Þ 4440.3& 1.3þ4.1

−4.7 20.6& 4.9þ8.7
−10.1 3=2− 4440 16 3=2− 4415 (4433) 15 (1.8)

Pþ
c ð4457Þ 4457.3& 0.6þ4.1

−1.7 6.4& 2.0þ5.7
−1.9 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1=2− 4462 (4462) 3.2 (0.96)

1=2− 4527 0.88 1=2− 4521 (4526) 2.8 (0.18)
3=2− 4524 7.6 3=2− 4511 (4521) 14 (3.4)
5=2− 4497 20 5=2− 4468 (4491) 18 (0.0)

FIG. 2. Comparing the results with and without the tensor force
of the OPEP for the states around the ΣcD̄# and Σ#

cD̄# thresholds.
The label “without T” stands for the result without the OPEP
tensor force, while the label “with T” stands that with the OPEP
tensor force. The same convention is adopted as in Fig. 1.

YASUHIRO YAMAGUCHI et al. PHYS. REV. D 101, 091502 (2020)
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Results for Pcs

• 4338, 4455 and 4468 agree with data 
• Their spin and parities are  predicted. 
• More states are predicted 
• OPEP and  are both important for 

binding 
• Widths and spin-splittings are due to 

OPEP

V5q
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where Kij and  
MB ⌘  

MB
(r) are the kinetic energy

and the wave functions, with r being the relative distance
between the meson and the baryon, and

Uij = V
m

ij
+

X

↵

Vi↵

1

E �H
5q
↵

V
⇤
↵j

, (5)

is the total effective interaction for the MB channels [36,
37]. The energy dependence of the non-local potential at
the right-hand side of Eq. 5 can be safely ignored because
the energies of five quark states, h↵|H5q|↵i, are about 4-
500 MeV higher than the threshold energy that we are
interested in, E

5q � E, as one can see by comparing
the kinetic energies of the five quarks confined in a single
region and those of the two and three quarks in the meson
and baryon. For this reason, we can safely replace the
second term of Eq. 5 with a local potential:

hi|V 1

E �H5q
V

†|ji ! �f

X

↵

hi|↵ih↵|jie�r
2
/a

2 (6)

where f = v
2 (v has been defined as Vi↵ = vhi|↵i), r

is the distance between the meson and baryon, and a is
fixed at a typical value of hadron size ⇠ 1 fm, which takes
care of the rate of spatial overlap of a meson and baryon.
The overall strength, f = 98 MeV, is fitted to the ex-
perimental masses of Pcs(4338),Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468).
This value is consistent with the one used in the previ-
ous analysis of Pc (f/f0 ⇠ 50) [36, 37] 1, which means
that the model can qualitatively describe all the avail-
able experimental data both in the non-strange and in
the strange sector with the same parameter.

The coupled channels for J
P

= 1/2
�
, 3/2

� and 5/2
�

states are summarized in Table I. Note that we averaged
over the possible states of charge assuming that isospin
symmetry holds well.

TABLE I: Meson-baryon channels coupled to strange
Pcs of JP with I = 0.

JP Channels
1/2� ⇤cD̄s,⌅cD̄,⇤cD̄

⇤
s , ⌅cD̄

⇤,⌅0
cD̄,⌅⇤

cD̄, ⌅0
cD̄

⇤,⌅⇤
cD̄

⇤

3/2� ⇤cD̄s⌅cD̄,⇤cD̄
⇤
s , ⌅

0
cD̄,⌅cD̄

⇤,⌅⇤
cD̄, ⌅0

cD̄
⇤,⌅⇤

cD̄
⇤

5/2� ⇤cD̄s,⌅cD̄,⇤cD̄
⇤
s , ⌅

0
cD̄,⌅cD̄

⇤,⌅⇤
cD̄, ⌅0

cD̄
⇤,⌅⇤

cD̄
⇤

The comparison between our predictions and the ex-
perimental data is shown in Fig. 1 and Table II.

Given the 10 � statistical significance of the observa-
tion of Pcs(4338), it is prudent to start with a detailed

1 In the previous work [36, 37], we have erroneously quoted f0 ⇠ 6
MeV, which should be corrected as f0 = 1.92 MeV, and hence
f = 50 ⇥ f0 = 96 MeV, which is consistent with the presently
used value f = 98 MeV. However, this miss-quotation does not
influence the results.

discussion of this particular state. The model predicts
its spin-parity as JP

= 1/2
�, with a mass of 4438.2 MeV

and a binding energy of 1.54 MeV, as depicted in Ta-
ble II. This state appears as a Feshbach resonance below
the ⌅cD̄ threshold, a quasi-bound state of ⌅cD̄ coupled
by the lower ⇤cD̄s channel. Additionally, our model pre-
dicts the existence of a heavy quark doublet in the form
of J

P
= 1/2

� and 3/2
� pentaquark states, specifically

involving the ⌅c baryon (with J = 1/2) and D̄
⇤ meson

(with J = 1) in an S-wave configuration. This predic-
tion aligns with the interpretation of the experimental
analysis conducted by LHCb, which observed two dis-
tinct peaks in their data [12]. We suggest conducting a
higher statistical data analysis to improve the statistical
significance of those two states, Pcs(4455) and Pcs(4468).

FIG. 1: Comparison between experimental masses of
Pcs and theoretical predictions of our model when

f = 98 MeV is employed. The correspondence between
the theoretical predictions and experimental data is

denoted with arrows.

In this study, we decided not to include the coupling to
the ⇤J/ channel. This choice was based on the demon-
stration provided below, which shows that whether we
include or exclude this coupling does not affect our re-
sults, keeping the global structure of the spectrum. This
outcome aligns with what one would expect from a basic
quantum mechanic example of level repulsion in two-level
problems. Indeed, since the ⇤J/ threshold is 125 MeV
below the lowest mass experimental state, Pcs(4338), in-
cluding its coupling, has some but a very small effect of
pushing these states upward toward the thresholds. To
make this point more clear we have performed an anal-
ysis using the Flatte amplitude for the ⇤J/ scattering.
Specifically, the analysis is applied to Pcs(4338). To re-
alize the realistic situation, let us consider the thresh-

Elisabetta Spadaro Norella    &    Chen Chen CERN Seminar, July 5, 2022

✓ narrow, close to 𝛯c
+D−

 
threshold and in S-wave

 
✓ pentaquark with 

strangeness, due to SU(3) 
symmetry

 

  

Discussion on the new J/ψΛ state 

24

First pentaquark candidate Pψs(4338) 
with strange quark content             , 

⇒ first pentaquark with spin assigned JP=½– 

𝛯c
+D−

For theoretical interpretation

Can fit in SU(3) multiplets or are 
more likely molecular states?

Λ

Λ

N

N
✓ at same mass of Pψ(4337): 

analogy to Pψs(4459)& Pψ(4457)?of the N!" resonances by one or two units; using all allowed cou-
plings, instead of a limited number of L couplings, for N!" or
Pcs 4459ð Þ0 states; using alternative models to describe the nonres-

onant KK" component, including an exponential function or a
function inversely proportional to m2

KK" þm2
NR, where mNR is a free

parameter in the fit; considering the effects of N"
b polarisation,

which are found to be consistent with zero in the analysis and
neglected in the default fit; using an extended N!" model, which
includes two more N!" states, in which the mass and width con-
straints on the N!" states are removed, and all allowed couplings
for all N!" states are used. The largest value among all model vari-
ations is taken as systematic uncertainty for this source. The other
systematic sources are estimated by: including the K ! pp" decay
angles instead of taking the K baryon as a stable final-state parti-
cle; determining the sWeights by either splitting N!" helicity
angles into bins or removing partially reconstructed physical back-
ground from the N"

b ! J=wR0 ! Kcð ÞK" decays in the [5644.5,
5764.5] MeV J=wKK" mass sideband; and varying the efficiency
due to imperfect simulation. The mass resolution of the KK" sys-
tem is about 1–2 MeV, and has negligible effect on the fit due to
the large widths of the N!" states. The significance for the
Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state is conservatively taken as the smallest significance
found when combining different sources of systematic uncertainty
together, and is equal to 3.1r, as already reported, where the look-
elsewhere effect has been taken into account. It corresponds to
varying the hadron-size parameter in the extended N!" model with
full couplings for the considered Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state.

The negative systematic uncertainty for the Pcs 4459ð Þ0 fit frac-
tion, "1:3%, is obtained from an alternative value of JP used for
the Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state. In such a fit, the significance of the
Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state is 4.1r, even though the fit fraction is 1:4%. This
is because the significance has contributions from two sources,
the fit fraction and the interference fraction involving the
Pcs 4459ð Þ0 state. The interference fraction is about þ1:3% in this
alternative JP fit, while it is almost 0 in the default fit. The system-
atic uncertainty of the N 1950ð Þ" fit fraction is þ49:9%, most of
which originates from an alternative fit where its mass and width
are floated in the extended model, rather than constrained to the
known values [13], while the second largest one, from other

Fig. 5. Projections of mJ=wK in intervals of (top left) mKK" < 1:9 GeV, (bottom left) 1:9 < mKK" < 2:2 GeV, and (bottom right) mKK" > 2:2 GeV based on the default fit,
superimposed with contributions from components listed in Table 1 and the P:0

cs state.

Table 2
Mass (M0), width (C0) and fit fraction (FF) of the components involved in the default
fit. The masses and widths of the P0

cs , N 1690ð Þ" , and N 1820ð Þ" resonances are free
parameters, while those of the other N!" resonances are constrained by the known
uncertainties [13]. The quoted uncertainties are statistical and systematic. When only
one uncertainty is given, it is statistical.

State M0 (MeV) C0 (MeV) FF (%)

Pcs 4459ð Þ0 4458:8& 2:9þ4:7
"1:1 17:3& 6:5þ8:0

"5:7 2:7þ1:9þ0:7
"0:6"1:3

N 1690ð Þ" 1692:0& 1:3þ1:2
"0:4 25:9& 9:5þ14:0

"13:5 22:1þ6:2þ6:7
"2:6"8:9

N 1820ð Þ" 1822:7& 1:5þ1:0
"0:6 36:0& 4:4þ7:8

"8:2 32:9þ3:2þ6:9
"6:2"4:1

N 1950ð Þ" 1910:6& 18:4 105:7& 23:2 11:5þ5:8þ49:9
"3:5"9:4

N 2030ð Þ" 2022:8& 4:7 68:2& 8:5 7:3þ1:8þ3:8
"1:8"4:1

NR – – 35:8þ4:6þ10:3
"6:4"11:2

Fig. 6. Projection of mJ=w! with a m!K">2:2 GeV requirement applied, overlaid by
the fit using two resonances to model the peak region.

LHCb Collaboration Science Bulletin 66 (2021) 1278–1287
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TABLE II: Comparison between the experimental
masses and decay widths with our numerical results for

isospin I = 0 in units of MeV.

EXP [12, 14] Our results for f = 98 MeV
State Mass Width JP Mass Width

— — — 1/2� 4252.65 —
Pcs(4338) 4338.2 7.0 1/2� 4329.11 1.54

— — — 1/2� 4394.97 7.31⇥ 10�4

— — — 3/2� 4395.76 8.78⇥ 10�4

— — — 1/2� 4436.24 2.12
Pcs(4455) 4454.9 7.5 3/2� 4465.24 1.08
Pcs(4468) 4467.8 5.2 1/2� 4469.24 2.31

— — — 3/2� 4502.91 4.09
— — — 3/2� 4567.12 9.95
— — — 1/2� 4587.53 1.25
— — — 5/2� 4629.81 14.7
— — — 3/2� 4653.02 5.52

old difference between the charged (⌅+
c
D̄

�) and neutral
(⌅0

c
D̄

0) channels (see for example [46]). The relevant
amplitude is parametrized as

F ⇠ 1

E �M +
i

2g1k1 +
i

2g2k2 +
i

2�
(7)

where the energy E is measured from the threshold of
the neutral channel. The two momenta are defined by
k1 =

p
2µ1E, k2 =

p
2µ2(E ��), with � ⇠ 2 MeV

being the energy difference in the two thresholds, and
µ1,2 the reduced masses of the two channels, respectively.
The mass and width parameters M and � are the calcu-
lated ones for Pcs(4338) as shown in Fig. 1 and Table II.
The parameters g1, g2 are the couplings of the scatter-
ing ⇤J/ to the neutral and charged channels, respec-
tively. The parameters g1 and g2 represent the couplings
of the ⇤J/ scattering process to the neutral and charged
channels, respectively. The specific strengths of these
couplings, which involve charm quark exchange, are cur-
rently unknown. However, we can make an estimation
based on the values observed for X(3872) [47] in a sim-
ilar charm quark exchange scenario involving J/ ⇢ and
DD̄

⇤ interactions [1]. In that case, the couplings were
found to be on the order of 0.1, and we expect similar
magnitudes for g1 and g2.

Consistent with expectations, increasing the values of
g1 and g2 leads to an upward shift in the peak position.
In Fig. 2, it can be observed that when g1 ⇠ 0.1 and g2 ⇠
0.4, the peak position closely approaches the threshold of
the charged channel. Notably, in the latter case, the peak
appears between the two thresholds, with a half-width of
approximately 1.5 MeV. These findings are in line with
the experimental results, providing further consistency
with the observed data.

FIG. 2: A sample plot of the amplitude (7). For details,
see text.

In addition to Pcs(4338), we have found 11 more states
with various spin and parity J

P
= 1/2

�
, 3/2

�
, 5/2

� as
shown in Fig. 1. All of these are molecular states dom-
inated by the nearest meson-baryon threshold. As dis-
cussed above, these states may also couple to ⇤J/ 

channel. However, the energy shifts affecting the pre-
dicted states above Pcs(4338), will be smaller as long as
the distance between the real part of the poles and the
⇤J/ threshold increases, thus making the coupling to
the ⇤J/ channel most likely negligible. The appear-
ance of near-threshold states depends sensitively on the
details of dynamics. Therefore, whether or not they will
be observed as resonances is not very certain. However,
the important message here is that there is a certain
amount of attraction which amplifies the strength near
the threshold regions.

Let us now remark the relation between Pcs and Pc as
often discussed from the point of view of flavor SU(3)

symmetry. In the SU(3) limit, Pc of isospin 1/2 is a
member of the flavor octet reduced from 3M ⇥ 3̄B . Here
3M and 3̄B are the dimensions of flavor representation
for the mesons and baryons. Then Pc is a suitable super-
position of various D̄-⇤c and D̄-⌃c states (particle base)
weighted by Clebsh-Gordan coefficients (these particles
include heavy-quark multiplets such as D and D

⇤). Sim-
ilarly, if SU(3) flavor symmetry is exact, the Pcs with
zero isospin is a member of the flavor singlet or the fla-
vor octet reduced from 3M ⇥ 3̄B , and superposed by var-
ious particle bases of D̄-⌅c and D̄s⇤c. Therefore, the
octet Pcs belongs to the same flavor SU(3) multiplet of
the above mentioned Pc and is degenerate with it in the
SU(3) limit. The flavor singlet Pcs is not degenerate
with the flavor octet Pc generally. In reality, because of
SU(3) breaking due to heavier strange quark mass, the
actual wave functions are dominated by the one of the
nearest meson-baryon threshold. Hence, the Pc(4312) is
dominated by D̄-⌃c, and Pcs(4338) by D̄-⌅c. The reason
that these two masses are close despite the Pcs contains
a strange quark is that the ⌃c for Pc contains the axial
vector diquark, while Pcs contains a scalar diquark. Be-

• Fare agreement with data 
• Coupling to the decay channels improve (in preparation)
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Summary

•  pentaquarks are threshold phenonema 

• With suitable interaction of 
       long-range (hadron) and short-range (quark) dynamics 
• Determination of spin and parity is important 

• Search for other threshold states 

• Clustering and the cluster interaction  
           → hierarchal structure of matter

Pc, Pcs
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Remark: “Quarks” here are quasi-particles

QCD 
bare quarks  
and gluons

Complicated structure 
by three quarks

Quark model 
constituent “quarks”

Simple structure 
by three “quarks”

Quasi-particlesFundamental degrees of freedom
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